
BRITTNEY GALLOWAY
708.522.9879 ▪ crlnfllr@gmail.com ▪ https://www.linkedin.com/in/brittneygalloway/

https://github.com/brittgalloway ▪ https://sleepygallows.com/webdev/

FRONT-END DEVELOPER | WEB DEVELOPER | FRONT-END ENGINEER

A web developer that can bridge the gap between technology and design. Strong in JavaScript, CSS, and HTML5, I am
looking for a role that will help me expand my skill set in modern technologies and frameworks.

SKILLS

Languages: HTML, (S)CSS, JavaScript, NodeJS, SQL, Git

Frameworks/Libraries: jQuery, React, Bootstrap, handelbars.js, Express, MySQL

Applications: VsCode, Figma, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Adobe Creative Suite, Jira

WORK EXPERIENCE

Cleverbridge ◼ Chicago, IL ◼ 2021 – Present

FRONT END DEVELOPER

Tech stack: jQuery, webpack, SQL

▪ Updated CSS to use modern techniques such as flexbox and grid, allowing for future maintenance and scaling for a major

security management software company

▪ Designed and developed flexible layouts and interactive elements to accommodate multiple languages and varying word

lengths, optimizing user experience needs for global customers on a major antivirus software company’s account

▪ DOM manipulation for user-friendly carts across multiple clients

▪ Reduced technical debt and removed XSS vulnerabilities with a major refactor of the base “Wait Don’t Leave Leave” layer

that is used across multiple clients

PROJECTS

Candy Fluffs | E-commerce Store  | https://github.com/brittgalloway/candyfluffs-1
Lead UI Design and Code Maintenance

Candy Fluffs is an E-commerce store that sells art and comics primarily based on popular manga and anime.
LiveApp | https://www.candyfluffs.com/

● Core Responsibilities: Designer, Branding, code maintenance
● Technologies: Gatsby, Sass, Dato CMS, SnipCart 

Sleepy Gallows | Art Portfolio | https://github.com/brittgalloway/SleepyGallows
Developer

Sleepy Gallows is an art and development portfolio using JAMStack.
LiveApp | https://sleepygallows.com

● Technologies: Gatsby, Sass, Dato CMS

EDUCATION

Bootcamp Certificate  January 2020 | Northwestern University | Evanston, IL
A 24-week intensive program focused on gaining technical programming skills in HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery, Bootstrap,
Firebase, NodeJS, MySQL, MongoDB, Express, Handelbars.js & ReactJS.

BFA in Animation May 2014 | California College of the Arts | Oakland, CA
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